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SPACES OF REFLECTION – 
WHERE DOES PHILOSOPHY TAKE PLACE? I

The act of reasoning is not independent of very concrete architectural 
dispositions. That is why spaces of reflection have been designed, with implicit 
assumptions of the relation between architecture and philosophy. In which way 
does the practice of philosophy depend on architectural settings?

My approach here is not one of cultural history, but guided by my understanding 
of the philosophy of architecture. One could, of course, contend that philosophy 
of architecture is nothing else but the intersection of what the theory of 
architecture has always done with more general philosophical concerns and 
positions. One could assume that the philosophy of architecture is a subdivision 
of environmental ethics, aesthetics or the philosophy of technology. But such 
attributions tend to overlook which pressing contemporary questions the 
philosophical work on architecture responds to. Architecture, it seems to me, 
is not just another indifferent topic for philosophy, but requires a certain stance.

Philosophy of architecture in this sense is rather a transdiscipline, like media 
philosophy once was, but interested in the presuppositions and material 
groundings of medial infrastructures. More than that, it is a step beyond 
constructivism, historical materialism and post-structuralism. Some of its basic 
convictions are:

a) Milieu and environments of structures are contingent.
b) The two above emerge in interaction (human, non-human, material).
c) Architects generate infrastructures, inventing affordances thus determine 

the reality in which bodies, perceptions, movement and congnitions 
evolve.

II

There is a long tradition in philosophy of linking reason with “architectonics“ 
[Architektonik], which is rooted in Aristotle’s theory of action and the 
(medieval) idea of God as “architect“ – a notion which Immanuel Kant also uses 
in his lectures on metaphysics.1 It seems that it was Leibniz who first suggested 
that humans imitate God the architect in their modifications of the Earth2 and 
that architecture is not a mechanical imitation of the workings of nature, but a 
definition of ends.3 Similarly, Christian Wolff equalises the system of reason 
with a ground plan of the world, while Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten sees 
architectonics as the systematicity of science.4

In Critique of Pure Reason, Kant likewise determines “architectonics“ as the 
“art of systems”, that is, the ability of reason to construct itself as a system, 
without which the manifold findings would remain a mere aggregation. Beyond 
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the “technical“ unity of sciences which is produced by their “schematic“ 
relation – their usage of the same concepts, methods and instruments – the 
“architectonic” unity of science depends on their deduction from a superior 
end and their logical structure, which brings the multiplicity of knowledge 
into the unity of reason. This opposition of “technical” and “architectonic” is 
revealing, since it corresponds to the opposition of rationality and reason. To 
construct (“gründen”) the unity of knowledge not only in a technical, but in an 
architectonic way, according to Kant, means to sketch a schema, which inheres 
an  outline and  structure of the whole a priori thus making the integrity (“das 
Ganze”) – unlike a mere aggregation – possible.5 Architectonics, it follows, is 
a necessary part of reasonable thought and action because this schema is not 
naturally given, but depends on a construction/foundation (“gründen”). This 
spontaneous self-construction of reason postulates its correspondence or even 
identity with the natural order.

In this tradition, one could speculate whether the term “architecture“ or 
“architectonics“ as the core of reason is some sort of metaphorical import, 
synonymous with “system“ or “structure“.6 Or if the use of reason truly 
depends on an (inner, cognitive) architecture. And if it is architecture, could it 
be otherwise?

This is a fancy philosophical question. But not mine. I would like to examine 
a more down-to-earth version of the philosophy of architecture, exploring 
the affinity of philosophy and architecture with regard to the very concrete 
architectural dispositions.

It seems intuitively plausible to believe that one can think, reflect, and “do 
philosophy“ anywhere. One might think of Diogenes in the Tub. Or one might 
remember the anecdote about the birth of theory: while focused on observing the 
stars, Thales of Miletus fails to see a well directly on his path and tumbles down 
into it. A Thracian servant girl laughs, amused that he was trying to understand 
what was above him but not seeing what was right in front of him. Both cases, 
however, require architecture, in the case of Diogenes it is a tub and public 
square, whereas in the case of Thales it is a well and an open sky. Therefore, we 
should scrutinise the hypothesis that the way in which philosophy is practised, 
institutionalised and transmitted depends on architecture.

Another obvious reason is that the origin of philosophical teaching cannot be 
separated from certain architectural structures. This is already indicated by the 
fact that philosophical schools of thought are identified by the name of their 
locality rather than by the name of the founders and schoolmasters: Academics, 
Peripatetics, Stoicists.
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Even though it would certainly be exaggerated to stipulate an intrinsic causal 
link between gymnasia and the philosophies that emerged there, certain aspects 
of the architectural structures are necessary for the provision of philosophic 
education, and other traits are typical and emphasise, as a choice, the orientation 
and the address the respective philosophies. I try to sketch this in a rather 
anecdotal way.

Philosophy, it seems, evolved out of physical training. In the ancient Greek 
time the gymnasion (from Greek gymnos, naked) was a place of exercise for 
body and mind. The Greek youths, who had reached the age of eighteen, were 
especially taught in them. Before and after the physical training, which was 
in part a military training, there must have been time to ask fundamental or 
awkward questions. The word “school” derives from ancient Greek σχολή 
(scholē), meaning leisure, free time, idleness.

The central space of the gymnasion was the palaistra7 – a large central courtyard 
typically open to the sky, surrounded by roofed colonnades, known as peristyle. 
The area was used for boxers and wrestlers to train and for the pankration 
sporting event.

One such gymnasion, the academy (“akademeia”), just northwest of the city 
centre of Athens, had beautiful trees.8 In the middle, a race track marked by 
sacred olive trees was surrounded by shaded walks. Upon his return from Sicily 
in 387 BC, Plato opened his school here, reserving a shrine (τεμενος) for the 
Muses.9 Daily physical exercises and the gathering of troops forced Plato to 
transfer his teaching out of the Academy into a garden which he owned nearby, 
in Hippios Colonos.10

Plato’s Academy then formed the oldest and longest lasting institution of its kind 
in Greece. The lessons were held partly on Plato’s site and partly on public grounds 
of the nearby gymnasium. Advanced students took on teaching and research 
tasks. The question as to whether and to what extent the knowledge-transfer 
was formally organised and in which forms it took place is controversial, in 
particular with regard to the role of lectures. Lessons were usually free of charge, 
while the principle of equality was applied to students, which was unusual for 
the time. Thus, social rank based on ancestry and origin was not relevant.  There 
are a number of documents attesting to the presence of women students at the 
Academy; two of Plato’s students who apparently wore men’s clothing and later 
wrote books were Axiothea of   Phleius and Lastheneia of Mantineia.

Such gymnasiai were preferably located in beautiful surroundings and, if 
possible, near water. Several of Plato’s dialogues use these charming scenery 
for a lyrical frame. Trees, shadows and trickling brooks become a backdrop 
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for strict philosophical reasoning. The school members understood themselves 
to be a living community, which was expressed in enjoying common meals, 
symposia and festivals. Herein, and in the strong emphasis on mathematics as 
a basic science, Pythagorean influence is evident; Plato rejected a dogmatic 
fixation of his doctrine. Individual teachings, which were opposed to those of 
Plato, could be held at the Academy. The teachers and learners, however, shared 
Plato’s basic convictions; if this was no longer the case (as in Aristotle), the 
student would leave the Academy.

The Lykeion (or the Lyceum) of Aristotle was one of the favourite places 
of Socrates, who enjoyed watching gymnastics and palestres here. This is 
also where he met his audience. In Plato’s dialogue Euthydemus, he talks of  
Socrates sitting in a changing room alone at the moment when two sophists 
enter the covered promenade. In the fifth century, the Lyceum consisted of a 
group of open constructions centred around a free space, sourrounded by vast 
plantations and a canal system. It is probable that the painter Cléagoras would 
have decorated the walls of the Lyceum with allegorical representations.11 In the 
footsteps of Socrates, several philosophers, including Protagoras, made it their 
centre of instruction.12 

Aristotle established his school here in 335 BC13, together with his friend 
Theoprastus. Because of their habit to walk around the Peripatos, a columned 
hall, during discussions, Aristotle and his followers were called “Peripatetikoi”.

Socrates frequented the youth also in another gymnasium, the Cynosarges, 
where his disciple Antisthenes founded Cynicism. Diogenes was once his pupil, 
too. Quite a few of his successors remained more faithful to this garden than to 
the lessons of the master.14 

The Stoa, founded by Zenon of Kition, evolved out of the The Stoa Poikile or 
Painted Porch15, which was erected during the 5th century BC and located on 
the north side of the Ancient Agora of Athens. Zenon taught and lectured his 
followers from this porch, which had a Doric columnar facade and an Ionic 
interior colonnade. The Stoa Poikile was decorated by Mikon the Elder in 
collaboration with Polygnotus of Thasos. The paintings, most probably hung on 
the inner wall of the stoa, were described by Pausanias (the second century AD). 

Epicurus founded his school upon his return to Athens in 306 BC, after the 
restoration of democracy. He bought a garden with a small villa in a neighbourhood 
of Athens, and opened it to everyone willing to form a hedonistic community. 
Epicurus is said to have attracted 200 students. The school was named Ho 
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Kepos, the garden. At the entrance, a sign read: “Stranger, here you do well to 
tarry. Here our hightst good is pleasure.” Guests were offered comfort, water 
and bread. In contrast to the morals of his time, he accepted married couples, 
hetairas, and slaves among his guests for the symposia and as students. 

Not only did philosophers like Aristotle at the Lykeion and Antisthenes at 
Cynosarges open schools. The gymnasiums were used just as well for the 
teaching of poetry, rhetoric, grammar, mathematics, and music. The gymnasias 
were public edifices. They featured, as in Delphi or Pergamon, two race tracks, 
a sphairistèrion reserved for the training of  boxers, a konima for wrestlers and a 
court which allowed for other exercises such as jumping; and “next to the steam 
bath, a swimming pool opened to the swimmers.”16

The first appearances of exedra – a semicircular or rectangular teaching space 
with benches along three walls open on one side – in an educational establishment 
is paralleled with the institutionalisation of the teaching. The cities granted their 
official patronage to the teaching which was previously given there privately. 
Promoted to the rank of a high school, the gymnasia were then fitted with such 
teaching halls (exedra) and libraries.17

The most impressive systematic construction made in antiquity for promoting 
and fostering philosophical research was the Mouseion at Alexandria. It was 
founded by Ptolemy I Soter (367-283 BC), who was advised by Demetrios 
of Phaleron, a philosopher who was taught at the Peripatos, and a statesman 
himself. The architecture of the Museion was designed to create a scholarly 
community and to embody an ideal image of scientific research. The basic 
conviction guiding this construction seems to have been that science is realised 
spatially, in a system of buildings. The Museion combined building types in 
view of the production of knowledge. It was subdivised as an assembly line:

a. the building for formal, knowledge-based communication (doctrine 
and disputation), called exedra, closed on three sides by walls, with the 
fourth side open towards a colonnade;

b. the triclinium, the hall for the meals was furnished with a wooden ceiling 
supported by pillars,  giving view to the skies;

c. the tree-lined avenue, the peripatos, for the inner dialogue of the scholars 
in walking up and down, alone, or in a dialogue with another;

d. the library – the great, famous library of Alexandria – consisted of 
shelves surrounded by columns and benches for reading, studying;

e. the great hall in the library, called oikos, for the meetings of all scholars;
f. the halls for setting up scientific apparatuses;
g. and finally the shared living and sleeping areas.
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The history of philosophy, obviously, does not stop with the closure of antique 
philosophical schools under the rule of Christianity. Later on, other paradigmatic 
sites of reflection included: the monastery with the cloistered courtyard, the 
public library, the university buildings, public lecture halls, anatomical theatres, 
laboratories, salons, etc.

III

If a thorough empirical study would be made on the actual sites where big 
advances were made in the history of philosophy, one would undoubtedly 
consider such places as Wittgenstein’s hut in Norway, Descartes’ reclusion in 
a small hotel room in snowy south Germany, or Heidegger’s hut in the Black 
Forest. And yet, none of these had happened without the authors’ studying 
philosophy and discussing their findings in academic contexts and institutions. 
Looking back at the philosophical schools of antiquity, one can point at the 
different architectural conceptions of what philosophical practice is:

In all five examples – the Academy, the Lykeion, the Cynosarges, the Stoa, 
and the Kepos – the body of the philosopher, just as the notion of what it 
means to do philosophy, are thaught differently. Equally, philosophising as a 
group activity and the politics of the philosophical community contrast in an 
obvious manner: The academic body grows next to physical exercises, yet in 
an exclusive, aristocratic garden far from the urban turmoil. It has ample time 
and is devoted to the study of canonic texts. It fits into a school hierarchy. Other 
philosophical schools depend upon the possibility of movement and dialogue. 
Doing philosophy there means taking a stroll through the garden, eventually to 
study nature. The stoic body is invested in urban conflicts. It needs the presence 
of mind to fence off the rhetorical force of concurring activities and schools 
such as the sophists. It intervenes directly into politics. The epicurean garden 
party assumes the body of the philosopher as his instrument, on which he learns 
to play when exchanging pleasurable acts with like-minded people.

It seems necessary to observe, that generally, the two resources mentioned 
in the description of such schools, are libraries and places for teaching, but 
there is hardly a mention of kitchens or wine cellars or of provisions for respite 
and sleep. The implicit assumption of all considered cases seems to be that 
philosophy flourishes as a book based on instructions between professor and 
student. But what is this flourishing apart from the instruction?

Philosophy certainly does not take place simply where knowledge about 
philosophy is taught. In Epicureanism, the emphasis is most strongly put on 
forming a philosophical community. But whatever distinguishes a philosophical 
community from a mystic or a religious sect is certainly not a sufficient criterion 
for philosophy. One would have to add the exercise of doubt, debate and research.
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The relation between architecture and philosophy here seems to be that: 1) It 
separates and privatises the philosophical transaction. 2) It provides a relatively 
ideal setting for daytime tranquility and talk. 3) It situates the activity in 
rather wealthy areas of town, with the exposition of both privacy, leisure and 
intellectual distinction. 4) Facilities for teaching, talking, writing, strolling and 
storing. Perhaps snoring, too.

At a second glance, it seems striking that these aspects produce the appearance 
of self-sufficiency combined with a body determined by intellect. If one takes 
into account how the notion of garden and the columned hall fuse with cloisters 
(cloistered courtyards), one can see that philosophy seems to depend on running 
in squared circles, repeating motions with as little distraction as possible, 
effortless, pointless movement. The basic trait, I assume, is to set oneself off – a 
demonstrative agonal stance, even when it comes to the cultivation of pleasures 
as a social distinction.

IV

It would be tempting to sketch an ideal building which facilitates, fosters and 
promotes the kind of philosophy that I adore. Or, dialectically, to think of 
architecture that massively negates or makes philosophical practice impossible.

One could try to sketch a concept of philosophy based on architecture; i.e. to 
answer the question: what is philosophy by a description of where it takes place 
(the necessary features of its architecture). Let’s try this approach. If it is the 
architecture, and not the institution, then we can perhaps find an answer based 
on spatio-temporal design features. So far we have assumed that the question of 
what philosophy is could be answered by pointing at the work of authoritative 
figures in early philosophical schools. Just as thinking is not simply what 
(renown) humans do with their brains, philosophy could be said as depending 
on certain media, on specific institutionalisations, in the sense of Castoriadis, 
such as language – and on architecture. Why architecture? Analogous to the 
difference between any kind of agonal movement and sports which is due to the 
existence of a stadium, or any other appropriate sports architecture, one might 
say that what distinguishes your tinkering with a novel thought or argument 
and genuine philosophy is the existence of a discursive arena, to apply a 
Habermasian stance. 

What are the necessary and sufficient criteria for such a space? Well, the 
necessary criterion is that it allows an exhibition of discourse and a battle of 
arguments. But this feature would equally go for parliaments, court houses, 
and perhaps, debating clubs, poetry slams, churches, yoga ashrams and the 
Anonymous Alcoholics meetings. 
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This criterion positions philosophy as a discursive activity, it would therefore 
imply a dialogue, a possibility to test each other’s arguments, eventually 
recording, writing, and a potential public to witness, to learn and act as an 
arbiter.

What counts as philosophy, as opposed to what is said in other discursive arenas, 
will go beyond the paradigmatic set of believes, it is not easily refutable, and 
may serve, despite its eccentricity, for future conviction building. At best, it 
demonstrates a novel schema, which makes us perceive, conceive and express 
the world anew and perhaps more appropriate.

A corresponding and sufficient criterion should, therefore, allow to distinguish a 
philosophical architecture from a juridical or parliamentary structure. 

This approach does not seem promising if one takes into account that just like 
the literary forms of philosophy are not fixed and evolve over time – from 
dialogues, letters and long poems, tractatuses to essays and aphorisms – some 
would add painting and film, the places where philosophy takes place are 
subject to the forces that drive its temporal ruptures and paradigm shifts.

We could stick with Gilles Deleuze’s proposal to define philosophy as the 
“engineering of concepts”. I find this convincing, yet, it should be clear that this 
engineering has quite some presuppositions and necessary context conditions: 
it certainly is not to be conflated with any privatistic bricolage. It is a collective 
endeavour, which implies strive for heuristic force just as a debate about the 
soundness of arguments and ways of presentation.

For all kinds of philosophy imaginable, a corresponding architecture cannot be 
easily inferred. Rather, we ought to turn our attention to the basic question of the 
philosophy of architecture, which is: How to conceive architecture? Our reply 
is that it demonstrates a schema. Is, what we expect of architecture, to represent 
the relevant philosophy? Is it the invention of an adequate set of symbols which 
would make us readthe key massage, say, of Platonism? Is architecture to be 
defined as a symbol system, which through spatial arrangement of plastic 
elements conveys meaning?

Or should we believe that, different to a mere building and engineering, 
architecture fulfils functions in an aesthetic way? Does architecture induce 
experiences either in such a way as to represent an ideal or urging us to 
experience reflexively?
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Or, is architecture to be conceived of as a power machine that does not depend on 
being recognised, but is effective on the level of bodies and affective energies, 
eventually constructing psychical effects through technologies of surveillance 
and control?

Reformulated in our context: Would we expect our adequate spaces of reflection 
to represent ideal notions of reflection or express a philosophy in their formal 
language? Or would we expect a space of reflection to help us experience a 
philosophical attitude by being aesthetically or ethically demanding? Or do 
we think of architecture as a machine that produces philosophers (almost 
unwillingly and regardless of intentions and symbols, by the discipline of walls, 
passages, directions of movement and coercion of perception?)

The decision between these three depends on how we would realistically, i.e. 
independent of our plans and intentions, describe the effect of architecture. And 
also on how we would like it to be (our normative concept of architecture)? 
Would we like an architecture “that makes us think” like a memorial, which, 
ideally, forces all future generations to remember it, or a “thought-provoking 
monument” which leaves us no chance but to reflect? Or would we like an 
architecture that invites us to some form of cosmopolitan exchange, like a table 
with food and wine? Both options, I think, do not correspond, because for one, 
if we are produced as subjects our thoughts would not be our own thoughts. And 
in the second case, the conversations could well be pleasurable, but reduced to 
a mere philosophical gossip or learned quotations. 

I would not be satisfied with an architecture that mainly represents, or forces 
me to behave, perceive and think in a certain way. Both options could be called 
didactical. Between these two options, there is a third one that I advocate.

My proposal would be to think of architecture as a public resource, as a structure 
which enables, or rather which makes collective action possible.  Architecture, 
as I see it, is basically a way through which we come up, not with functioning 
realities, but with new possibilities. Architecture means: building a beginning.

And a philosophical architecture would be one that makes this evident. In 
our case, this would mean that we have to invent an architecture that helps to 
liberate thoughts, that makes us aware of ourselves, aware of what it means 
to be on the Earth, of how delicate and worthwhile human relations are, how 
to develop friendly relations to all other beings, it makes us understand the 
presuppositions, foundations and possibilities of our existence. It makes us lay 
the foundations of our existence in thinking and sites of reflection.
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PROSTORI ZA PROMIŠLJANJE – GDE JE MESTO FILOZOFIJE?
Ludger Schwarte

Ako rezonovanje podrazumeva određenu arhitekturu (koncepata), čin rezonovanja nije nezavisan 
od vrlo konkretnih arhitektonskih dispozicija. U svom radu ću, za početak, dati skicu mesta, koja 
su projektovana kao prostori za promišljanje, zatim dekonstruisati implicitne pretpostavke odnosa 
sa arhitekturom, i na kraju, pokušati da pokažem kako praksa filozofije zavisi od arhitektonske 
postavke.

ključne reči: filozofija, arhitektura, prostor za promišljanje

ISTRAŽIVANJE IDEJA NAŠIH CULA
ISTRAŽIVANJE KANTOVE SPOSOBNOSTI MAŠTE U UNGEROVIM 
“METAFORAMA GRADA”
Andrea Weigt

Čula i ideje, kako se oni susreću? Povezanost sfere čula i čistog uma se nalazi u filozofiji Imanuela 
Kanta, posebno u njegovoj teoriji o ljudskoj sposobnosti maštanja. Ovaj tekst analizira njegove 
ideje u pogledu tog svojstva, a posebno koncepta slobodne igre. Kroz primere kreativnih procesa 
arhitekata, pokazaću kako slobodna igra između sposobnosti mašte i spoznaje menja našu 
percepciju. U tom stanju percepcije, ideje nastaju iz naših čulnih inputa. Osvald Ungers (Oswald M. 
Ungers) je dalje obrazložio da ideja daje život njegovim kreacijama u svojoj publikaciji “Metafore 
grada”, koja je i glavna referenca ovog rada. Po njegovom tumačenju, “Metafore grada” mogu 
temeljno pokazati ovo izmenjeno stanje percepcije ukoliko je povezano sa Kantovim teorijama i 
njegovim shvatanjem mašte. “Metafore grada” mogu čak biti posmatrane i kao istraživanje mašte 
koje zadire u slobodnu igru. U svom zaključku ću koristiti projekte Le Korbizjea i Alvara Alta 
kako bih ilustrovala značaj mašte u datim primerima projektantskog procesa.  

ključne reči: mašta, projektovanje, kreativnost, slobodna igra, šema, transcendentalna 
filozofija, osvald ungers, imanuel kant, kritika rasuđivanja

FENOMENOLOŠKI NACINI ZA PROMIŠLJANJE ARHITEKTURE
Carla Danani

S osvrtom na dugu i antropološku tradiciju, koja je procvetala iz fenomenološke i hermeneutičke 
misli, predlažem razumevanje ljudskog bića kao “telesna savest” ili “otelovljenje savesti”. Za 
razliku od predmeta, ljudska bića imaju vezu sa prostorom, koja je suštinska za njihovo postojanje. 
Moj cilj je da produbim značenje ovog “ljudskog bitisanja” s posebnim osvrtom na pitanja izgradnje 
i projektovanja. Mesta nisu samo kontekst, puke pozadine gde se događaji i aktivnosti odvijaju, već 
ona igraju aktivnu ulogu u izgradnji odnosa, grupa, mašte i samosvesti.

ključne reči: projekat, mesto, vreme, telo, pamćenje, mesto stanovanja, sredina

ŠETAC (FLANEUR) U TORINU
PERCEPCIJA PROSTORA U RADOVIMA FRIDRIHA NICEA I VALTERA 
BENJAMINA
Theresa Rauch

Ovaj rad će pokušati da napravi razliku izmedju tri različite vrste prostorno-atmosferskog iskustva 
na osnovu teorija Hermana Šmitsa (Hermann Schmitz) i Roberta Višera (Robert Vischer). Osim 
toga, rad povezuje ove metode sa likom šetača (flaneur) u knjizi “Odlomci Valtera Benjamina” 
(Walter Benjamin’s Passages) kao i dnevnicima o Torinu Fridriha Ničea (Friedrich Nietzsche). 
Ova dva koncepta flaneur-a se mogu posmatrati kao konfliktna. Za Benjamina je šetnja gradom 
sredstvo intelektualne stimulacije, sa fokusom na impulse iz urbanog pejzaža koji se zatim 


